
C: LEVEL 800 {MASTERS OF ECONOMICS( ECONOMETRICS)}

1. EES 800: Econometrics I

Simple linear regression and correlation analysis. Specification and estimation of a regression

model. Interpretation of regression results. Confidence intervals. Hypothesis formulating and

testing. Maximum likelihood estimates of regression parameters. Multivariate regression analysis

and the theoretical properties of the classical regression model.

2. EES 801: Econometrics II (prerequisite: EES 500)

Classical regression model and consequence of violating the properties of classical regression

model. Multicolinearity, specification errors, and non-linearities. Distributed lags. Simultaneous

equation systems. Identification problem. Two stage least squares. Instrumental variable

estimators. Three stage least squares. Full information maximum likelihood estimation.

Introduction to econometrics of discrete choice.

3. EES 802: Microeconometrics (prerequisite: EES 501)

Application of Binary and limited dependent variable models; Demand models (linear

Expenditure system, stone-Geary Model, almost ideal Demand System). Box-Cox transformation

(log, linear and log-linear model). Hypothesis testing and Model Evaluation (Durbin-Watson

test, Goldfeld –Quardt test, CUSUM test, etc). Generalised Method of Moments.

1. EES 803: Theory of Statistics

Review of sets and Functions; Probability (Experiments, Events, mutually Exclusive Events);

conditional probability and independence; Random variables; some standard distributions:

(Discrete, Bernoulli, Binomial; Normal, Beta, Gamma, t-distribution, F-distribution, Chi-square

distribution); jointly distributed random variables; distribution of functions of random variables;

sampling and statistics, Estimation theory; Test of hypothesis.

5. EES 804: Macroeconometrics (prerequisite: EES 501)

Review of Basic Econometric concepts (the general linear model). Introduction to Time series

processes.  Difference equations and the concept of differencing.  Stationary univariate Time



series ( AR, MA, ARMA, models).  Non-stationary multi-equation system. ARIMA processes

(non stationary and trends, deterministic and stochastic trends). Co integration. VAR models.

ECM models.

6. EES 805: Econometric Theory

General linear statistical Model specification: Assumptions, properties and Estimation.  General

linear statistical model with non-scalar identity covariance matrix (Non spherical Disturbance,

consequences on ordinary least squares Estimation. Asymptotic properties & Efficient

Estimation).  General linear statistical model with unknown covariance matrix (Flexible

Generalised least squares; Two-step Estimation).

7. EES 806: Advanced Econometric Theory

Asymptotic Theory (probability limit, order of probability, central limit theory, Chebychev’s

inequality). Stochastic regressors (Independent, partially independent and General stochastic

regressors). Seemingly unrelated regression equations. Analysis of pooled and panel data (fixed

effects models; random effects models).  Simultaneous equation systems. Qualitative and limited

variable models (Tobit, probit and logit models.  Densities and distribution.

8. EES 807: Topics in Advanced Econometrics

Topics include: Monte Carlo Analysis and experiment (Gibbs and metropolis sampling).

Technical Efficiency and Production Frontier Analyses (stochastic Frontier model; time varying

coefficient). Bayesian Analysis (prior and non-prior information, posterior mean and posterior

densities).  Index Numbers. Measures of Income and Inequality (Gini coefficient, log-normal

distribution).

9. EES 808: Applied Econometrics for Finance



Review of classical linear regression model, violation of classical linear regression assumptions,

univariete time series modelling and forecasting (AR, MA, ARMA), multivariate models,

modelling longrun relationships in finance (stationarity, cointegration, error correction models),

modelling volatility (ARCH,GARCH), switching models, limited dependent variable models,

panel data analysis, chaos in financial markets, tail models, higher moments models, event study

analysis, market microstructure, modelling and forecasting financial markets.

10. EES 809: Econometrics for Environmental Valuation

Reasons for monetary environmental valuation. Revealed preference methods of valuation

including: hedonic pricing; travel cost; contingent valuation methods; and the household

production function approach. Preference methods of benefits determination including

contingent valuation and choice experiments. Microeconomic foundations for alternative

techniques and with the empirical implementation of the techniques using real-world data and

appropriate parametric and non-parametric statistical techniques.

11. EES 810: Quantitative Methods in Health Economics

Descriptive statistics; Introduction to probability theory and probability distributions; Estimation:

standard errors, variance, confidence intervals; Hypothesis testing; Introduction to epidemiology;

Indices and concentration curves; Diagnostic tests; Standardization; Regression analysis and

modeling; Discrete choice models; Distribution equity-concentration curves.

D: LEVEL 900 (PhD IN ECONOMICS (ECONOMETRICS)

1. EES 900: Quantitative Methods I

Set theory and Trigonometry Linear Algebra: Vectors, matrices; subspaces, ranks and

determinants; eigenvalues, eigenvectors; symmetric matrices; quadratic forms.  Calculus:

Sequences, limits, continuity; calculus of one and several variables; implicit functions concave

functions and convex functions.  Static optimisation: Constrained and unconstrained

optimisation; integral calculus.  Dynamics: ordinary differential equations; systems of ordinary



differential equations; difference equations; systems of difference equations.  Dynamic

Optimisation: Calculus of variation; optimal control theory; dynamic programming.

2. EES 901: Quantitative Methods II

Review of Basic Concepts in Econometrics: Probability and distribution theory; statistical

inference.  The Classical Linear Regression Model: hypothesis testing; violation of Gaussian and

normality assumptions; functional form; additional estimators; systems of equations; limited

dependent variables, time series econometrics; panel data analysis.

3. EES 902: Advanced Statistics

Random Variables and Probability Distributions, Probability Density Functions, Distribution

Functions, Multivariate Distributions, Normal Distribution and other special distributions,

Asymptotic theories, Mathematical Expectations, Moments and Moments Generating Functions,

Estimation and Hypothesis Testing, Properties of Estimators and Sampling Distributions, Power

of a Test, Likelihood Ratio Tests

4. EES 903: Econometric Theory and Practice I

Difference Equations, Asymptotic distribution theories, Linear regression models, Linear system

of simultaneous equations,Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Generalized Method of Moments,

Stationary Time Series (ARMA Process), Models of Non-Stationary Time Series, Unit Roots,

Cointegration, Vector Autoregressions, Further topics in Time Series (e.g. Spectral Analysis,

Kalman Filter, Bayesian Analysis), Recent Developments

5. EES 904: Econometric Theory and Practice II

Panel Data: Fixed and Random Effects (Specification, Estimation, Testing), Dynamic Panels and

GMM estimation, Panel Unit Roots and Cointegration, DOLS, Fully Modified OLS; Quantitative

Response and Related Probability Models (Probit, Logit – binary and multinomial models);

Truncated and Censored Regression Models (Tobit Models); Count Data (Poisson regressions,

Binomial and Negative Binomial, Gamma Regression); Duration Analysis; Treatment

Effects/Program Evaluation Models




